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IWAY or The Highway
Can.I Interior Fit-Out Sdn Bhd was awarded a RM150 million
project to upgrade and provide a facelift for the IPC Shopping Centre
using a code of conduct called the IWAY.

T

he shopping centre recently
underwent a centre-wide facelift
and upgrade. For the last 14 years,
it has been home to a variety of
businesses, most notably IKEA –
the Swedish home furnishing giant.
Known for its strict standards and
processes, IKANO, as an affiliation of IKEA
is the owner of IPC, requires their suppliers to
follow a code of conduct, called The IKEA Way
on Purchasing Products, Materials and Services
(IWAY), which was first introduced in 2000.
The IWAY states the supplier requirements
relating to the environment, child labour, social
and working conditions, all of which are of high
demand and expectation.
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“As an SME, this was a big jump for us,”
said Mr U, the project director of Can.I Interior
Fit-Out Sdn Bhd, the company that was
awarded the RM150 million project.
“IKANO is an MNC, with almost 400
stores worldwide. They expect a high level
of competency, and so we worked hard at it.
This is the biggest job for Can.I and in the
shortest time frame, having to conform to
such meticulous, rigorous standards.”
With IKANO, safety is paramount. It
covers working conditions, the prevention
of child labour, the environment, responsible
forestry management and more. Suppliers are
responsible for communicating the content
of the IWAY to their employees and subsuppliers. Suppliers must also comply with
a list of IWAY start-up requirements before
being allowed to work with IKANO, and are
given one year to implement the other IWAY
requirements.
“There are compliances that were new
to us but we raised our game to meet them,”
said Mr U.

“We assembled a full time site
management team of 60 strong, working in
tandem with our subcontractors. Work was
carried out over 2 shifts of day and night
involving up to 1000 workers at its peak. We
encountered numerous technical issues due
to the existing conditions, which delayed some
of our progress, but was quickly mitigated.”
“One contributing factor towards the
successful completion of the project was the
good relationship we had established with the
client, PMC company, Pure Projects and the
consultants, who greatly facilitated our work
and resolved problems expeditiously.
“Our safety standards were raised to
meet IKANO’s stringent requirements,
which eventually lead us to 1,600,000 safe
manhours, without loss time injury. In the
midst of the project, safety awards were
given to the workers for upholding the
safety standards.
“Although our expertise lies in interior
fitting out, the percentage of the work for the
project was only 40% to 45%. We nevertheless

overcame the other trades which are our noncore work with the support of our regular subcontractors, who similarly had to raise their
standards to meet IKANO requisites.”
To keep in step with the changing needs of
the surrounding community, IPC is increasing
the number and variety of retailers. The
Ground Floor which was once the driveway to
the car park is now an exciting new outdoor,
alfresco dining area. The shared entry between
IKEA and IPC will now house a link bridge
from the 1st floor to The Curve Shopping
Mall. This is to be completed by May 2018.
“The first phase of the project started on
the third week of February after a gruelling
tender process. We completed it at the end
of November. The entire project involved all
aspects of work from civil to structural steel,
mechanical and electrical, as well as interior,”
said Mr U, adding that regular visitors will
have already noticed that much of the LG and
G floors have been enveloped in hoardings –
signs of the first phase of progression.
As part of IKANO’s long-term strategy
and commitment to sustainability, the
redevelopment will also incorporate green
building accreditations under the Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
for Existing Buildings & Operations (EBOM)
and Malaysia’s own Green Building Index
(GBI).
“It’s companies like IKANO that are
putting CSR at the forefront and helping to
raise both consumer and supplier awareness.
IKANO takes it even one step further by
ensuring that all of the companies they work
with in their supply chain are also adhering
to their guiding principles regarding social
and environmental issues,” said Mr U.
“Can.I is proud to work with companies
like IKANO who help us drive our mission
– of empowering our people, enabling our
customers and elevating our business –
forward,” he stated.
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